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Monkeys can learn discrete categories (such as ‘cat’ /
‘dog’) while performing a behavioral task without explicit
instruction related to the categories [1]. The reward protocol is such that the monkey always gains some reward
if it performs correctly an easy learnable task, but it can
considerably increase its cumulative reward if it can
make a proper use of categorical cues, which requires
being able to distinguish between the two categories.
These experiments have not allowed to compare the
acquired knowledge of categories with the standard phenomenon of categorical perception [2]. Notably, the main
characteristic features of categorical perception show up
in the psychophysics when the stimuli are ambiguous,
near the boundary between categories in stimulus space.
On the theoretical side, these features have been shown
to emerge as byproduct of optimal neural coding, optimality being defined in terms of information content and
Bayesian decision, when the task is to decide which category the stimulus belongs to (identification task) [3,4].
In new experiments we have focused on the transition
between categories, controlling for the degree of ambiguity
of the cue. The experimental protocol is otherwise similar
to the one in [1]. We have modeled these behavioral
experiments with a focus on learning. Our experiments
indicate that the monkey acquires ‘categorical perception’
(results to be presented in detail elsewhere). The modeling
shows that a reinforcement learning scheme [5,6] can
reproduce the main behavioral results, and gives some
insight on how categorical perception builds up through
learning. The neural and behavioral properties in the
model are qualitatively similar to those derived for an
identification task assuming optimal coding. Quantitatively, the details depend on the reward protocol. The
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model parameters can be fitted to match the experimental
behavioral results quantitatively.
In the model, the visual cues are encoded by a population of neurons with tuning curves sharing a single global shape (e. g. a sigmoid form), but with idiosyncratic
parameters. This assembly feeds a decision layer, producing the behavioral choice function - the probability to
make one of two possible choices given the cue. We
study the optimal choice function resulting from maximizing the cumulative reward over all the tuning curves
parameters. We demonstrate a universality property,
namely, for a large enough population code, the same
optimal behavioral choice function is obtained whatever
the shape of the tuning curves (subject to some weak
restrictions). We show an exact mathematical procedure
to construct the optimal set of parameters for a large
class of shapes of tuning curves. We believe the method
is applicable to a wide range of neural models.
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